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Abstract— The emerging millimeter-wave (mmWave) massive
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) with lens antenna ar-
rays, which is also known as “beamspace MIMO”, can effectively
reduce the required number of power-hungry radio frequency
(RF) chains. Therefore, it has been considered as a promising
technique for the upcoming 5G communications and beyond.
However, most current studies on beamspace MIMO have not
taken into account the important power leakage problem in
beamspace channels, which possibly leads to a significant degra-
dation in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the system sum-rate.
To this end, we propose a beam aligning precoding method to
handle the power leakage problem in this paper. Firstly, a phase
shifter network (PSN) structure is proposed, which enables each
RF chain in beamspace MIMO to select multiple beams to collect
the leakage power. Then, a rotation-based precoding algorithm is
designed based on the proposed PSN structure, which aligns the
channel gains of the selected beams towards the same direction
for maximizing the received SNR at each user. Furthermore, we
reveal some system design insights by analyzing the sum-rate and
energy efficiency (EE) of the proposed beam aligning precoding
method. In simulations, the proposed approach is found to
achieve the near-optimal sum-rate performance compared with
the ideal case of no power leakage, and obtains a higher EE than
the existing schemes with either a linear or planar array.
Index Terms—Massive MIMO, millimeter wave communica-
tions, beamspace MIMO, precoding, path power leakage.
I. INTRODUCTION
THe integration of millimeter wave (mmWave) com-munication and massive multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO), i.e., mmWave massive MIMO, has been widely
considered as a promising technique in the upcoming 5G
wireless communications [2]–[5]. On the one hand, the huge
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available bandwidths offered in mmWave bands (ranging from
30 GHz to 300 GHz) can substantially improve the throughput
of wireless communications [6], [7]. On the other hand,
the adequate array gains provided by massive MIMO [8] is
essential to compensate the severe path loss associated with
the signals in mmWave frequencies [9], [10]. Precoding is
the key to realize the considerable system throughput gain
in practical mmWave massive MIMO systems [11]. However,
the widely adopted fully digital precoding in the conventional
massive MIMO (usually operating at sub-6 GHz) requires
one dedicated radio frequency (RF) chain for each antenna.
In particular, each RF chain includes high-resolution digital-
to-analog converters [12], [13], mixers, etc. Such architecture
leads to a prohibitively high energy consumption and hardware
cost in mmWave massive MIMO systems for a huge number
of antennas (e.g., 512 or 1024 antenna elements in [13], [14]),
as the RF chains working on mmWave frequency are generally
more power-hungry and costly [13].
The recently proposed concept of “beamspace MIMO”
has been considered as an effective approach to significantly
reduce the number of required RF chains in mmWave massive
MIMO [15]. In beamspace MIMO systems, the lens antenna
array is exploited to focus the energy of each channel path on a
certain antenna element [16]. As a result, the traditional spatial
MIMO channel can be transformed into the “beamspace chan-
nel”, where each equivalent channel element corresponds to
the gain of generating beams towards a certain direction [16].
One of the distinguishing properties in beamspace channels is
the sparse structure thanks to the limited scattering in mmWave
propagations [15]. Therefore, only a few channel elements
need to be selected for collections of most beamspace channel
power, thus obviously reducing the effective dimension of the
system and the number of required RF chains.
Lately, beamspace MIMO was investigated in the point-to-
point MIMO systems [15] and then extended to the multiuser
scenarios [17]. In [18], significant performance gains over
conventional systems were observed in an electromagnetic
lens-based multi-user uplink beamspace MIMO system. In
[19], the authors proposed a path division multiplexing (PDM)
paradigm based on the beamspace MIMO, of which the key
idea was to transmit different data streams over different paths.
In [20], the PDM paradigm intended for single-user systems
was further generalized to a path division multiple access
(PDMA) for multi-user scenarios. In [21], [22], beam selection
schemes based on different criteria were studied to improve
the spectral efficiency in beamspace MIMO systems. When
multiple users coincidentally shared the similar angles-of-
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Fig. 1. The path power focusing functionality of the lens and the power
leakage problem in beamspace channels.
departure (AoDs), a beam selection method was investigated
in [23] which took into account the possible inter-user inter-
ference. The channel estimation for beamspace MIMO was
studied in [24], where a compressive sensing based method
was proposed. In [25], the authors first proposed a multi-
variance codebook quantization (MVCQ) method for the lim-
ited feedback in RF lens-embedded massive MIMO systems,
and then provided insights on the fabrication issues for RF
lens based on an example operating on 77 GHz. Moreover, the
feasibility of RF lens-embedded massive MIMO was further
discussed in the continuing work [26]. Two prototypes for
static and mobile usage were presented and analyzed, where
obvious performance gains can be observed compared with
the systems without utilizing RF lens.
Despite the fruitful research in the literature, the important
power leakage problem in beamspace channels is not con-
sidered in most of the current studies on beamspace MIMO,
e.g., [18]–[23]. As the number of elements in lens antenna
arrays is finite, it is impossible to always perfectly sample the
randomly distributed AoDs of paths, which is illustrated in Fig.
1. Therefore, the power of some paths will inevitably disperse
onto a range of antenna elements, i.e., the power leakage
happens [16]. Conventionally, only one beam is selected for
each channel path in the existing precoding approaches for
beamspace MIMO systems [21], [22]. Hence, only a small
proportion of the channel path power can be collected for
information decoding, thus incurring an significant signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) and system sum-rate loss. To this end, one
solution is to select multiple beams with multiple RF chains
to collect sufficient channel power [17], [23]. Although this
multi-beam solution can alleviate the power leakage problem,
it requires substantially more RF chains, which increases the
power consumption and implementation cost of the system.
In this paper, a beam aligning (BA) precoding is proposed
to handle the power leakage problems1. The contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Firstly, we propose a phase shifter network (PSN) struc-
ture, where multiple beams can be selected via only one
RF chain. Since the PSN is composed of low-cost phase
shifters, it has a lower power consumption and hardware
cost compared to the conventional structure exploiting
multiple RF chains for selecting multiple beams.
• Then, we design a rotation-based precoding algorithm
based on the proposed PSN structure. Specifically, the
1Simulation codes are provided to reproduce the results presented in this
paper: http://oa.ee.tsinghua.edu.cn/dailinglong/publications/publications.html.
gains of the selected beams are aligned to the same direc-
tion through phase shifters for maximizing the received
SNR for each user. The proposed rotation-based precod-
ing algorithm enjoys a low computational complexity,
as it only includes element-wise rotations which do not
involve any matrix operations.
• Furthermore, we analyze the sum-rate and energy effi-
ciency (EE) of the proposed beam aligning precoding.
From the sum-rate analysis, we reveal some insights on
how key system parameters affect the system sum-rate,
and provide guidelines on practical system designs. It
is found that the proposed precoding methods achieves
a considerable EE gain compared to some conventional
precoding methods.
• The proposed beam aligning precoding as well as the
derived performance bounds are evaluated through simu-
lations for both uniform linear arrays and uniform planar
arrays. It can be observed that the proposed beam aligning
precoding is able to achieve a near-optimal sum-rate
performance compared with the ideal case of no power
leakage. Besides, the proposed beam aligning precoding
also has a higher EE than that of the existing schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system
model is described in Section II. In Section III, we propose
the beam aligning precoding, where the PSN structure is firstly
introduced and then the rotation-based precoding algorithm is
proposed. In Section IV, we provide the sum rate and EE per-
formance analysis of the proposed beam aligning precoding.
In Section V, simulation results are provided. Finally, Section
VI concludes this paper.
Notations: A scalar, a vector, a matrix, and a set are denoted
by a, a, A, and A, respectively. C denotes the set of all
complex numbers, and E(·) is the expectation operator for
random variables. For a complex scalar a, R (a), I (a), and
|a| denote its real part, imaginary part, and the absolute value.
For a vector a, [a]i and ||a|| denote its ith element and the
Euclidean norm, respectively. Besides, a⊗b is the Kronecker
product of vectors a and b. For a matrix A, AH denotes
its conjugate transpose. A⋂B, A⋃B, and A/B denote the
intersection, union, and difference operation between A and
B. Finally, N (0, IK) (CN (0, IK)) denotes the (complex)
Gaussian distribution with expectation vector 0 and covariance
matrix IK , where IK is the K ×K identity matrix.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A typical mmWave beamspace MIMO system is considered,
where the base station (BS) employs an N element lens
antenna array and NRF RF chains to serve K single-antenna
users [17], [23]. Thus, the downlink received signal vector
y ∈ CK×1 at all K users can be given as
y = H˚Hx+ n. (1)
In equation (1), H˚ =
[˚
h1, h˚2, · · · , h˚K
]
∈ CN×K is the
concatenated beamspace channel matrix with h˚k ∈ CN×1
presenting the individual beamspace channel vector for the k-
th user, x ∈ CN×1 denotes the transmit signal vector, and
n ∈ CK×1 is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
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Fig. 2. Illustrations of the power leakage problem in single-path case: (a) no power leakage with perfect sample; (b) worst power leakage with the biggest
sample gap; (c) general power leakage with moderate sample gap.
vector following the distribution of CN (0, σ2IK) with σ2IK
the noise covariance matrix. Further, the total transmit power
is constrained according to the total power budget PT as
||x||2 ≤ PT. Mathematically, the lens antenna array functions
as a unitary N×N discrete spatial Fourier transform matrixU
[16], where the rows are N orthogonal steering vectors [29],
[30], i.e.,
U =
[
a(φˆ1), a(φˆ2), · · · , a(φˆN )
]H
, (2)
where a(φ) ∈ CN×1 is the steering vector for the spatial
direction φ. The spatial directions spanning the entire space
are normalized and shifted as φˆi =
1
N
(
i− N+12
)
, i =
1, 2, · · · , N, for an expression convenience [17]. Therefore,
H˚ can be presented as
H˚ = UH = [Uh1,Uh2, · · · ,UhK ] , (3)
where H is the full dimension spatial channel matrix with
hk ∈ CN×1, k ∈ {1, ..., k} the individual spatial channel
vector for the k-th user.
The widely-used clustered Saleh-Valenzuela (S-V) channel
model is adopted to represent the mmWave spatial channel
matrix H [27], [36]:
hk =
√
Nµk
NkclN
(k,l)
p
Nkcl∑
l=1
N(k,l)p∑
i=1
β
(i)
k,la(φ
i
k,l). (4)
In equation (4), µk and N
k
cl are the large-scale fading factor
and the cluster number for the k-th user, respectively. N
(k,l)
p is
the path number within the l-th cluster for the k-th user. β
(i)
k,l
and φik,l are the complex gain and the AoD corresponding
to the path i-th channel path in the l-th channel cluster for
the k-th user, respectively. We further assume that AoDs
in the l-th cluster, i.e., φik,l, ∀i, are uniformly distributed
in a range [φk,l − τk,l/2, φk,l + τk,l/2], where φk,l and τk,l
are the averaged AoD and the angular spread corresponding
to this cluster [27]. If typical uniform linear arrays (ULA)
with N elements are considered, the steering vector will be
aULA(φ) =
1√
N
[
e−j2piφi
]
i∈I(N), where the antenna indices
I(N) are I(N) = {s− N−12 , s = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1} [15]. The
spatial direction can be further defined as φ = λd sin θ, where
d is the antenna spacing, λ is the signal wavelength, and θ is
the physical direction. Throughout this paper, we consider a
half-wavelength antenna spacing, i.e., d = λ2 [36].
Note that other types of antenna arrays can also be con-
sidered in the above channel model (4). For instance, if the
uniform planar array (UPA) with N1 horizontal elements and
N2 vertical elements is employed, the steering vector can be
expressed as aUPA(φaz, φel) = aaz(φaz) ⊗ ael(φel) [32], where
aaz(φaz) =
1√
N1
[
e−j2piφazm
]
m∈I(N1) is the azimuth steering
vector with φaz presenting the azimuth spatial direction, and
ael(φel) =
1√
N2
[
e−j2piφeln
]
n∈I(N2) is the elevation steering
vector with φel being the elevation spatial direction [19],
[20]. The total number of antenna elements in UPA satisfies
N = N1N2.
From (3), we can observe that the elements in h˚k correspond
to the gains of the N orthogonal beams with spatial directions
φˆi, i = 1, 2, · · · , N . Due to the limited scattering characteristic
for mmWave propagation [12], h˚k has a sparse structure [15].
Therefore, we can select the dominant beams in h˚k to reduce
the effective dimension of the massive MIMO systems, thus
effectively reducing the number of required RF chains [15].
III. BEAM ALIGNING PRECODING FOR BEAMSPACE
MIMO SYSTEMS
In this section, we first explain the power leakage prob-
lem in beamspace channels. Then, we present the proposed
beam aligning precoding method to handle the power leakage
problem. Specifically, we first design a phase shifter network
(PSN), where each RF chain is able to select multiple beams to
collect sufficient path power. For the proposed PSN structure
where conventional precoding algorithms cannot be applied,
a rotation-based precoding algorithm is proposed to align the
gains of the selected beams towards the same direction for
maximizing the received SNR for each user.
A. Power Leakage Problem in Beamspace Channels
As the number of elements in lens antenna arrays is finite,
it is impossible to always perfectly sample the randomly
distributed AoDs of paths, which is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Therefore, the power leakage in beamspace channels is in-
evitable. Fig. 2 illustrates three examples of the power leakage
phenomena in beamspace channels, i.e., no power leakage with
perfect sample in Fig. 2 (a); worst power leakage with the
biggest sample gap in Fig. 2 (b); general power leakage with
moderate sample gap in Fig. 2 (c). Besides, the power leakage
in clustered channel is usually worse than that in single-
path channel, since multiple paths in the same cluster are
superimposed in a narrow range [φk,l − τk,l/2, φk,l + τk,l/2].
Note that such mismatches between spatial sample points
and path AoDs have been investigated in [31], where the
4authors proposed a two-stage channel estimation approach
through a “virtual path” approximation of the original channel.
However, beam selection in “virtual channels” is a step in
the channel estimation algorithm, which does not require
hardware devices to implement [31]. Therefore, selecting more
beams is a natural choice since the additional computation
complexity is almost negligible. In contrast, selecting beams
in beamspace channels requires hardware devices such as RF
chains, phase shifters, and switches to implement, leading to a
complicated trade-off between the sum-rate performance and
implementation costs, which will be addressed in this paper.
To quantitatively understand the power leakage problem, we
provide the following computations. In a simplified single-user
single-path scenario, the ratio between the leaked power and
the total path power (single beam selection is assumed here)
in the worst power leakage case shown in Fig. 2 (b) is
η = 1−
∣∣∣[˚h]max∣∣∣2∑N
i=1
∣∣∣[˚h]i∣∣∣2 = 1−
max
i
(
aH(φˆi)a(φp)
)
∑N
i=1 a
H(φˆi)a(φp)
, (5)
where [˚h]max denotes the selected beamspace channel element
with the highest power (or equivalently the gain for the selcted
beam), and φp is the AoD for the real channel path. For ULA,
substituting aULA into (5) yields
ηULA = 1−
max
Xi
sin2(NpiXi)
N2 sin2(piXi)
2
∑N/2
i=1
sin2(NpiXi)
N2 sin2(piXi)
, (6)
where Xi = φˆi − φp. In the worst power leakage case shown
in Fig. 2 (b), Xi equals (2i− 1)/2N . Thus, we have
ηULA = 1− 1
2
∑N/2
i=1
sin2(pi/2N)
sin2((2i−1)pi/2N)
. (7)
For the UPA case, substituting aUPA into (5) yields
ηUPA = 1−
max
Xaz,i,Xel,i
sin2(N1piXaz,i)
N21 sin
2(piXaz,i)
sin2(N2piXel,i)
N22 sin
2(piXel,i)
4
N1/2∑
i=1
sin2(N1piXaz,i)
N21 sin
2(piXaz,i) ·
N2/2∑
j=1
sin2(N2piXel,j)
N22 sin
2(piXel,j)
, (8)
where Xaz,i = φˆaz,i − φaz,p, Xel,i = φˆel,i − φel,p, and φaz,p
(φel,p) denotes the azimuth (elevation) AoD of the path.
Correspondingly, in the worst power leakage scenario for UPA,
Xaz,i = (2i− 1)/2N1 and Xel,i = (2i− 1)/2N2. Therefore,
ηUPA = 1− 1
4
N1/2∑
i=1
sin2(pi/2N1)
sin2((2i−1)pi/2N1)
N2/2∑
i=1
sin2(pi/2N2)
sin2((2i−1)pi/2N2)
.
(9)
Considering an example of N = 256 for ULA, we have
ηULA ≈ 0.60. When N1 = N2 = 16 for UPA, we have
ηUPA ≈ 0.84, showing that most power of the path has
not been collected, resulting in a substantial loss in SNR
and the system sum-rate. Therefore, we will propose the
beam aligning precoding to handle the power leakage problem
in beamspace channels. In some literatures, the terminology
“beam alignment” refers to the procedure of aligning one beam
towards the direction of a desired user [33], [34]. However, our
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Fig. 3. Precoding structure comparisons: (a) Single-beam structure; (b)
MBMRF structure; (c) Proposed PSN structure.
proposed beam aligning precoding is different from that “beam
alignment” as we align the gains instead of the directions of
the selected beams. Generally, the proposed beam aligning
precoding consists of two parts, i.e., the PSN structure and the
rotation-based precoding algorithms, which will be discussed
in following Section III-B and Section III-C, respectively.
B. Proposed Phase Shifter Network Structure
In the conventional single beam (SB) precoding illustrated
in Fig. 3 (a), the power leakage problem is usually omitted
and only one beam is selected for each user via one RF chain
[21], [22], of which the power consumption model is
PSB = PT + PBB + PRFK +KPSW, (10)
where PBB, PRF, and PSW denote the power consumptions of
baseband signal processing, one RF chain, and one switch,
respectively. Due to the limited portion of collected path
power, single beam precoding usually suffers from a severe
SNR loss in beamspace channels with power leakage.
5Utilizing multiple beams to collect enough path power is
one solution to the power leakage problem, whose imple-
mentation structure is shown in Fig. 3 (b). Since multiple
RF chains are adopted to select multiple beams [17], [23] in
such structure, we can model the power consumption of this
multiple beam via multiple RF (MBMRF) structure as
PMBMRF = PT + PBB + PRFBT + PSWBT, (11)
where BT =
∑
k Bk is the total number of selected beams for
all users, and Bk represents the number of selected beams for
the k-th user. However, as RF chains in mmWave frequency are
costly and power-hungry, MBMRF precoding usually incurs
an exceedingly high power consumption.
To strike a balance between the system performance and
the implementation cost, we propose the PSN structure to
handle the power leakage problem, as shown in Fig. 3 (c).
In the proposed PSN structure, each RF chain is able select
multiple beams via a switch network, and N phase shifters
are utilized to align the gains of selected beams. To avoid the
interference among users, we restrain that one beam can only
be selected by one user simultaneously. Besides, the number of
selected beams for each user can also be different, depending
on the individual channel conditions. We can model the power
consumption for the PSN structure as
PPSN = PT + PBB + PRFK + PSWK + PPSBT, (12)
where PPS is the power consumption for a phase shifter. Note
that the proposed PSN is similar to the one utilized in the
well-known partial connected hybrid precoding. However, we
note that connecting pattern between RF chains and phase
shifters (antennas) is usually fixed in the conventional PSNs,
and the number of phase shifters (antennas) connecting to
each RF chain is usually equally-divided (e.g., N/K for each
RF chain). In contrast, in the proposed PSN, the RF-phase
shifter connection pattern is highly dynamic, and the number
of phase shifters connecting to each RF chain can be also very
different depending on the beam selection results. Therefore,
conventional hybrid precoding algorithms for partial connected
phase shifter networks cannot be directly applied to the
proposed PSN.
It should be pointed out that substituting switches by phase
shifters will generally decrease the beam switching speed in
MIMO systems with lens antenna arrays. The beam switching
speed for switch based structure can achieve the time-scale
of nanoseconds with the emerging GaAs PIN diode switches
[39], while that for phase shifter based structure can only
reach the time-scale of microseconds [38]. Hence, how to
reduce the beam switching time or balance it against the
system performance is an important issue for the proposed
PSN structure, and we would like to leave this topic for our
future work.
For the proposed PSN structure, we express the transmitted
signal x ∈ CN×1 as
x = PRFPBBs. (13)
In (15), the RF domain precoder PRF =[
p
(1)
RF ,p
(2)
RF , · · · ,p(NRF)RF
]
∈ CN×NRF consists of analog
precoding vectors p
(i)
RF ∈ CN×1 for each RF chain, the
baseband precoder PBB =
[
p
(1)
BB ,p
(2)
BB , · · · ,p(K)BB
]
∈ CNRF×K
consists of digital precoding vectors p
(i)
BB ∈ CN×1 for each
user, and s ∈ CK×1 denotes the source information vector.
Particularly, p
(i)
RF should satisfy∣∣∣[p(i)RF ]j∣∣∣ =
{ 1√
Bi
, j ∈ Bi,
0, otherwise,
(14)
as PRF is implemented via phase shifters and switches in
practice, where Bi contains the indices of the ith user’s
selected beams. One may notice that the system model of
proposed precoding structure is similar to the well-known
hybrid precoding [27]. However, since the observed channel
matrix in beamspace MIMO is in the angular domain, the
precoder designs in beamspace MIMO should directly match
the sparse structure of the channel, which is different from con-
ventional hybrid precoding methods [16]. Generally speaking,
it is difficult to apply the conventional precoding algorithms
[21]–[23] in the proposed PSN structure due to the different
hardware constraint in (14), which motivates us to design
precoding algorithms specific for the proposed structure in the
next subsection.
C. Rotation-based Precoding Algorithm
The received signal can be written according to (1) and (15)
as
y = H˚HPRFPBBs = H¯
HPBBs, (15)
where H¯ = PHRFH˚ =
[
h¯1, h¯2, · · · , h¯K
]
is the equivalent RF-
user domain channel. To facilitate the design of precoding, we
assume that the channel matrixH has been accurately acquired
at the BS2. With the independent source vector E(ssH) = IK ,
the system sum-rate is [36]
R =
K∑
k=1
log2

1 +
∣∣∣h¯Hk p(k)BB ∣∣∣2
σ2 +
∑
i6=k
∣∣∣h¯Hk p(i)BB∣∣∣2

. (16)
In this paper, we consider a per-user power constraint [40]
such that
||PRFp(k)BB ||2 ≤
PT
K
, ∀k. (17)
Thus, the precoding design problem can be formulated as max-
imizing the sum-rate under the constraints on the precoders(
P
opt
RF,P
opt
BB
)
= argmax
PRF,PBB
R,
s.t. (14), (17).
(18)
Due to the existence of inter-user interference (IUI) and
the non-convexity of the constraint on PRF [27], [36], it is
extremely challenging to find the globally optimal solution
to (18). As an alternative, a sub-optimal solution through
following steps is proposed.
To simplify the problem at hand, we turn to exploit the
properties of the considered system. We first focus our discus-
sions on (18) to a simpler single-cluster scenario, i.e., there is
2In practice, compressive sensing based channel estimation can be em-
ployed to guarantee this assumption with low pilot overhead [24].
6only one cluster in the mmWave channel for each user, and the
generalization to the multi-cluster case will be addressed in the
end of this sub-section. Note that the number of BS antennas in
mmWave MIMO systems is usually quite large, which is able
to generate pencil beams to provide enough spatial resolution.
Therefore, we could consider the average AoDs for different
users φk,l separated sufficiently from each other [19], which
suggests that selecting multiple beams for each user will not
incur significant IUI in the RF-user domain channel H¯.
Consequently, the IUI term in beamspace MIMO system
sum-rate is not dominant [19], [20], which motivates us to
primarily maximizing the effective channel gains, and then
suppress the IUI. Recalling that a per-user power constraint in
(17) is considered and temporarily ignoring the IUI in the RF-
user domain channel H¯, we can decouple the optimization of
the whole system into a sequential optimization of each user,
leading to the following problem formulation for each user:(
P
(k),opt
RF ,p
(k),opt
BB
)
= argmax
p
(k)
RF
,p
(k)
BB
∣∣∣h¯Hk p(k)BB ∣∣∣2
s.t. (14), (17).
(19)
For any given PRF, the baseband precoder maximizing the
objective function in (19) is the matched filter (MF) precoder
[8]:
p
(k)
BB = αkh¯k, (20)
where αk is the power normalization factor for the k-th user.
By combining (20) and (19), we can formulate the RF precoder
design problem for the k-th user as
P
(k),opt
RF = argmax
P
(k)
RF
∣∣αkh¯Hk h¯k∣∣2
s.t. (14),
(21)
where the constraint on transmit power is removed, as it can
be always satisfied through adjusting αk. Then, we expand the
objective function in (21) as
∣∣αkh¯Hk h¯k∣∣2 = α2k
∣∣∣∣∣∣
[˚
hHk p
(k)
RF
]2
+
K∑
j 6=k
[˚
hHj p
(k)
RF
]2∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(a)
& α2k
∣∣∣∣[˚hHk p(k)RF ]2
∣∣∣∣
2
,
(22)
where the IUI term is omitted in the approximation (a), since
it is not a dominant factor as mentioned before.
Combining (21) and (22), we can find that the design of RF
precoder is a joint beam selection (i.e., determine the positions
of non-zero elements in p
(k)
RF ) and beam combination problem
(i.e., combining the selected elements in h˚k via p
(k)
RF ). To solve
the beam selection problem, we turn to examine the beamspace
channel structure in the single cluster scenario. It can be
observed from Fig. 2 (c) that the beamspace channel elements
are centrally distributed in an angular region corresponding to
the angular spread range [φk,l − τk,l/2, φk,l + τk,l/2] for the
cluster. Therefore, we could execute the beam selection in a
greedy manner within this region: Firstly, the beam with the
strongest power is selected to position the cluster. Then, the
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Fig. 4. Illustrations of the beam gain roation procedure: (a) Combination
without rotations; (b) Combination with rotations.
beams adjacent to the previous selected beam with relatively
higher leaked power are sequentially selected.
For the beam combination problem, recalling that only
the phases of elements in p
(k)
RF are adjustable, we find the
beam combination problem equivalent to rotating the selected
elements in h˚k through p
(k)
RF to the align their gains:[
p
(k)
RF
]
p[
p
(k)
RF
]
q
=


[˚
hk
]
q[˚
hk
]
p


/∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
[˚
hk
]
q[˚
hk
]
p
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , ∀p ∈ Bk, (23)
where [p
(k)
RF ]q, q ∈ Bk is a reference element. An illustration
for (23) is given in Fig. 4, where the rotated [˚hk]q and [˚hk]p
can achieve the maximum combined value. Note that the
principle of rotating beam gains towards the same direction
was also investigated in [35] to address the constant-envelop
precoding design. However, we would like to emphasize that
the main challenge for the RF precoder design in our paper lies
in the beam selection part. Once the beams are determined, the
optimal combination of these beams is clear. As a result, we
believe that the similarity between the beam rotation procedure
and the “geometric” constant envelop precoding will not affect
the novelty and contribution of the proposed rotation-based
precoding. The overall pseudo-code for the proposed rotation-
based precoding algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, the RF precoder for each user is designed in
a sequential manner. For each user, the algorithm first searches
and selects the beam with the highest power in the selectable
beam set to locate the cluster in Step 4. Then, the beams
corresponding to the leaked power are selected in a greedy
approach. To be specific, the neighbor beam index set Ak is
updated to contain all beams adjacent to the beams in Bk.
The adjacent beams are defined as two different beams of
which the index difference in any dimensions is at most one
(as illustrated in Fig. 5). To avoid repetitive selections, we
restrict that Ak ∩ Bk = ∅. For the instance of a 2-D UPA
case, we first reshape h˚k as an N1 × N2 matrix. Then, if
Bk = {(laz1 , lel1 ), (laz1 , lel1 + 1)} where laz1 (lel1 ) is an arbitrary
azimuth (elevation) index, we update Ak as
Ak =
{
(laz1 , l
el
1 − 1), (laz1 , lel1 + 2), (laz1 + 1, lel1 − 1),
(laz1 + 1, l
el
1 ), (l
az
1 + 1, l
el
1 + 1), (l
az
1 + 1, l
el
1 + 2),
(laz1 − 1, lel1 − 1), (laz1 − 1, lel1 ), (laz1 − 1, lel1 + 1),
(laz1 − 1, lel1 + 2)
}
.
(24)
After Ak is updated, the algorithm selects the beam with
the highest power in Ak in step 7, and the corresponding non-
7Algorithm 1 Proposed Rotation-based Precoding Algorithm
Input: H˚, PT, and the beam selection threshold ǫ.
Output: PRF, and PBB.
1: Initialize U = {1, 2, · · · , N}, and the overall selected
beam set B = ∅;
2: For: k ≤ K do
3: Initialize the selected beam set Bk = ∅, the adjacent
beam set Ak = ∅, and p(k)RF = 0 for the k-th user;
4: lmax = arg maxm∈U/B|[˚hk]m| and Bk = Bk
⋃{lmax};
5: repeat
6: Update Ak according to Bk;
7: l = arg maxm∈Ak |[˚hk]m| and Bk = Bk
⋃{l};
8: Set
[
p
(k)
RF
]
l
based on (23), where p = l, q = lmax;
9: until |[˚hk]l| ≤ ǫ|[˚hk]lmax |;
10: B = B⋃Bk;
11: end For:
12: PRF = [p
(1)
RF , ...,p
(K)
RF ];
13: h¯Hk = h˚
H
k PRF, α =
PT
K‖h¯k‖2 , p
(k)
BB = αh¯k;
14: PBB = [p
(1)
BB , ...,p
(K)
BB ].
Fig. 5. The greedy beam selection procedure in the UPA case.
zero element [p
(k)
RF ]l is computed according to (23) in step 8.
The beam selection procedure (steps 5-7), which is illustrated
in Fig. 5, are repeated until the power of the newly select
beam |˚hk|l is smaller than a threshold ǫ|˚hk|lmax . When the RF
precoder has been determined, the baseband precoder PBB is
obtained based on (20) and normalized in step 14. Note that we
do not make any assumptions on the type of antenna arrays in
this sub-section, which indicates the proposed beam-aligning
precoding can be applied to any type of antenna arrays.
Finally, we analyze the computational complexity of Algo-
rithm 1. To compute the RF precoder, we need to traverse the
channel once, execute Bk comparisons and compute
[
p
(k)
RF
]
l
for each user, of which the complexity is O(NK + BT).
For the baseband precoder, we need to compute the equiv-
alent channel and the factor αk, whose the complexity is
O(K2+BT). To sum up, the overall complexity for Algorithm
1 is O(NK + K2 + BT). Since N is usually much larger
than K , the main complexity comes from the beam selection,
and the extra complexity brought by the computation of PRF
and PBB is relatively small. However, as the computational
complexity for adjacent beam searching is independent from
N after the beam with the highest power is found in Step 4, the
overall complexity for Algorithm 1 is still kept in a low level.
Basically, the complexity of proposed precoding algorithm is
comparable to the single beam precoding [23].
Discussions for suppressing IUIs: The above precoder de-
sign is derived by temporarily ignoring the IUI terms. How-
ever, IUI caused by shared paths/clusters among users always
exists in practical systems, especially when the number of the
users becomes large or ǫ is small. To address the IUI, the
following solutions can be considered to modify Algorithm 1:
1) avoiding selecting paths that incurs obvious IUI in the RF
precoder design; 2) utilizing IUI suppression baseband digital
precoder, e.g., the (regularized) zero-forcing precoding [8];
3) a combination of 1) and 2). For the solution of avoiding
IUI through beam selection, one specific method is to replace
Step 4 and Step 7 by selecting beams according to the ratio
of desired signal and the interference incurred to other users
η, i.e.,
l = argmax
m
ηm = argmax
m
∣∣∣[˚hk]∣∣∣2
m
σ2 +
∑
i6=k
∣∣∣[˚hi]∣∣∣2
m
, (25)
where σ2 is the noise power. Note that the criterion for ending
the algorithm in Step 8 should also be modified accordingly,
e.g., “Until |[˚hk]l| ≤ ǫ|[˚hk]lmax | or η < ηmin”, where ηmin is
a threshold to prevent incurring more interferences than the
desired signals. It is worth pointing out that the greedy beam
selection methods may face the problem of user unfairness
when IUI occurs, since the first user to select beams enjoys a
more favorable position than the follow-up users. An adaptive
ending threshold for each user can be adopted to address
this issue, where the users select beams with a sequentially
decreased ηmin. Note that though the above modified beam
selection method could suppress the IUI, it does not neces-
sarily lead to an optimal system-level achievable rate. If we
want to achieve the optimal system-level performance, joint
beam selection among all users is inevitable, which requires
a prohibitively high computational complexity.
Generalization to multi-cluster scenario: The precoder de-
signs in Section III-C are based on the assumption of a
single-cluster scenario. In fact, the proposed algorithm can be
generalized to multi-cluster scenario simply by changing the
searching space in Step 5 from adjacent beams to all beams.
However, as the number of clusters increases, the potential
IUI caused by coincided paths/clusters will be severer. As a
result, the straightforward generalization of Algorithm 1 may
not achieve satisfying performance in multi-cluster scenario.
When the IUI is significant or even the bottleneck of the
system (e.g., the paths/clusters for two users are completely
coincided), handling IUI via signal processing techniques in
beamspace MIMO systems is a very challenging task. In such
cases, scheduling users with severe path/cluster coincidence
8on different orthogonal time/frequency resources could be a
more effective approach. Given that designing specific user
scheduling algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper, we
would like to leave this topic for our future research.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we study the sum-rate and EE performance
analysis on the proposed beam aligning precoding. For sim-
plicity and without loss of generality, we consider that the
ULA is adopted at the BS and omit the subscript in a(φ) in
this section. Note that although the derivations in this section
are based on ULA, the principles can be directly generalized
to arbitrary uniform arrays, such as UPA.
A. Sum-rate Analysis
To facilitate the sum-rate performance analysis, we first in-
troduce the following Lemma 1 to characterize the beamspace
channels.
Lemma 1. Let the following assumptions hold:
1) The AoDs of each user are separated enough so that the
IUI in the beamspace MIMO systems can be neglected [19],
[20].
2) The number of paths within one cluster tends to infinity,
i.e., N
(k,l)
p →∞, ∀k, l.
3) The complex gains of each path β
(i)
k,l, ∀i, k, l are i.i.d.
random variables and follow CN (0, 1) [27].
4) The AoDs of each path φ
(i)
k,l, ∀i are mutually indepen-
dent and uniformly distributed in [φLk,l, φ
U
k,l]. To simplify the
expression, without loss of generality, we further assume that
φLk,l =
1
N (S
0
k,l − N+12 ), φUk,l = 1N (S1k,l − N+12 ), where S0k,l
and S1k,l are integers and S
1
k,l − S0k,l > 2.
Then, we have:
[˚hk]i ∼ CN
(
0,
Nµk
Nkcl
σ2ki
)
, (26)
where
σki =
1
2N(S0k,l − S1k,l)
∫ i−S1k,l
N
i−S0
k,l
N
sin2(NπX )
sin2(πX ) dX . (27)
Proof: See Appendix A.
Lemma 1 provides a concise expression for [˚hk]i by
considering that the number of paths within one cluster tends
to infinity. Note that the variances σki, ∀i are not necessary
the same, since the integral range [(i−S1k,l)/N, (i−S0k,l)/N ]
varies for different i. We argue that the assumption of a dense
scattering environment within each cluster in Lemma 1 does
not contradict the sparse structure of beamspace channel, since
the number of clusters is still limited. In fact, the number of
paths within each cluster will not be too small, and is usually
keep at a moderate value (e.g., 10 paths within one cluster as
in [27]) in the clustered channel model. Therefore, studying
this asymptotical case can still provide some insights into the
performance of the proposed beam aligning precoding.
However, computing σ2ki in (28) analytically is very chal-
lenging which is generally intractable, since the integrand
contains
sin2(NpiX (m)
k,l
)
sin2(piX (m)
k,l
)
[42]. As an alternative, we resort the
use of a numerical method to obtain an approximation for σ2ki.
Noting that the zeroes of the even function f(X ) = sin2(NpiX )sin2(piX )
are ∆N ,∆ = 1, 2 · · · and limN→∞
∫ ∆
N
∆+1
N
f (X ) dX = 0, ∀∆,
we obtain the following approximation:∫ 1
2
−1
2
f (X ) dX ≈
∫ 1
N
−1
N
f (X ) dX (b)≈ 2f(
1
2N )
N
=
8N
π2
, (28)
where the rectangle rule in numerical integration is utilized
in the approximation (b). In fact, we can compute that
∫ 1
N
−1
N
f(X )dX
∫ 1
2
−
1
2
f(X )dX
> 90% when N = 512, which verifies the
accuracy of the approximation proposed in (28). An important
indication from (28) is that [˚hk]i, i = S
0
k,l + 1, S
0
k,l +
2, · · · , S1k,l − 1 approximately have equal σ2ki. These ele-
ments, whose σ2ki are larger than those of bound elements
on [ 1N (S
0
k,l − N+12 ), 1N (S1k,l − N+12 )], are termed as “central
elements”. Note that the correlation between central elements
has been reduced after the approximation in (28), which makes
the central elements tend to be mutually independent. By
substituting (28) into (46), we can obtain the variance of the
central elements
σ2ki ≈
4
π2(S1k,l − S0k,l)
, (29)
where i = S0k,l+1, S
0
k,l+2, · · · , S1k,l− 1. The larger variance
for central elements implies a higher power, which indicates
that the central elements are more likely to be selected by the
beam selection algorithm. Note that the AoDs of paths within
one cluster are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the
cluster angular spread range [φLk,l, φ
U
k,l] rather than uniformly
distributed in [1/2, 1/2]. Therefore, the power of beams will
concentrate in the central range. Based on the central elements,
we provide the following Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. For the proposed beam aligning precoding, given
the following assumptions:
1) All assumptions in Lemma 1.
2) Central elements for a certain user have the same σ2k
and are mutually independent3.
3) N and S1k,l − S0k,l are large enough that all beams are
selected from central elements.
Then, an upper bound for the ergodic achievable sum rate
of the system is given as
E(RBA) ≤ RˆBA =
K∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
γσ2k (πBk + 4− π)
2σ2
)
,
(30)
where γ = PTNµk
KNk
cl
is the power normalization factor.
Proof: Since the IUI in beamspace MIMO systems does not
dominant the system performance, the off-diagonal elements
3According to Fig. 2, the elements in [˚hk] are mutually dependent.
However, we neglect such mutual dependence mainly to simplify the analysis.
Besides, we would like to point out that the correlation between central
elements has been reduced after the approximation in (28) due to a truncated
integral range [−1/N, 1/N ], which makes this assumption more reasonable.
9in H¯ tend to be zeroes. Thus, considering (20), (23), the power
constraint, and the diagonal form of H¯, we rewrite (16) as
E(RBA) = E
{
K∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
PT
(
h¯Hk h¯k
)2
Kσ2
∥∥PRFh¯k∥∥2
)}
= E


K∑
k=1
log2

1 + PT
([
h¯k
]
k
)4
Kσ2
∥∥∥[h¯k]k p(k)RF
∥∥∥2




= E
{
K∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
PT
[
h¯k
]4
k
Kσ2Bk
[
h¯k
]2
k
)}
.
(31)
According to Jensen’s inequality [43], we have
E(RBA) ≤ RˆBA =
K∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
PT
Kσ2Bk
E
{[
h¯k
]2
k
})
.
(32)
To obtain the close-form of E
{[
h¯k
]2
k
}
, we have the following
derivations:
E
([
h¯k
]2
k
)
= E


(∑
i∈Bk
∣∣∣[˚hk]
i
∣∣∣
)2

(a)
= BkE
(∣∣∣[˚hk]
i
∣∣∣2)+Bk(Bk − 1)E(∣∣∣[˚hk]
i
∣∣∣)2
(b)
=
Nµk
Nkcl
[
2σ2kBk +
πσ2k
2
Bk(Bk − 1)
]
,
(33)
where (a) follows from the assumption that [˚hk]i and
[˚hk]j , ∀i, j are mutually independent, and all beams are se-
lected from central elements, and (b) comes from the raw
moment for the Rayleigh distribution. Substituting (33) into
(32) yields
RˆBA =
K∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
PTNµkσ
2
k (πBk + 4− π)
2KNkclσ
2
)
, (34)
which completes the proof.
Following the approximation in (28), we also obtain an
approximated upper bound
RˆBA . R˜BA =
K∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
γ(2πBk + 8− 2π)
σ2π2(S1k,l − S0k,l)
)
. (35)
Through the simulations in Section V, the above sum-rate
upper bound (28) is found to be tight, especially in high SNR
regions, which motivates us to leverage it for discussing how
will the key parameters affect the sum-rate performance as
shown below.
Insight 1: According to (35), to efficiently achieve a higher
achievable rate, we should match up the number of selected
beamsBk with the “power leakage level” S
1
k,l−S0k,l mentioned
in Lemma 1. Specifically, we observe from (35) that for a
certain user, when S1k,l − S0k,l is fixed, the achievable rate
improves as the number of selected beams Bk increases.
However, it should be pointed out that increasing Bk can
not infinitely improve the achievable rate. If Bk exceeds
the number of the central elements, the power of the newly
selected beams will attenuate rapidly, where Theorem 1 no
longer holds. In this case, increasing Bk will disperse the
transmit power on the beams with small power, which will
degrade the achievable rate instead. Note that such rare case
should be avoided in practice, as it wastes the degrees of
freedom provided by the additionally utilized beams.
Discussion on how does the number of antennas N affect
the sum-rate performance: From (35), we can find that the
sum-rate of the system goes to infinity in a linear manner
as the number of antennas N increases, because the channel
vector for the k-th user is normalized to satisfy ||hk|| = N as
presented in (4). However, we would like to point out that the
gain of each central beam, i.e., σ2ki in (29), will decrease as
the the number of antennas N becomes larger. The reason is
that as the number of antennas N becomes larger, the number
of central beams within the fixed AoD range [φLk,l, φ
U
k,l] will
also increase correspondingly. In other words, the power of
each cluster will spread onto more channel elements as the
number of antennas increases. To this end, we also need to
increase the number of selected beams for each user, i.e., Bk,
to match more central beams within the cluster.
Comments on practical system designs: As pointed out in
Insight 1, the number of selected beams Bk should match
the power leakage level S1k,l − S0k,l to achieve the full rate.
However, realizing this is not a trivial task in practical systems,
since acquiring the power leakage level information needs to
traverse the channel. To this end, we find that the power leak-
age level of a cluster, which mainly depends on the geometry
of the channel (similar to the AoDs of a cluster), varies much
slower compared with the path gains [20]. Therefore, we only
need to update the power leakage level information when the
AoDs of a cluster have changed significantly, which has a
lower complexity. On the other hand, if the power leakage level
information can not be obtained, we can adaptively determine
Bk as presented in Algorithm 1, i.e., stopping the beam
selecting procedure if the power of a newly-selected beam
is smaller than a threshold.
B. Energy Efficiency Analysis
Based on the results of achievable sum-rate, we now discuss
the EE performance in this part. According to the energy
consumption model in Section III-B, the EE is defined as the
ratio between system sum-rate and energy consumption [44].
To obtain some analytical results, we utilize the sum-rate upper
bound (35) in this subsection, i.e.,
EE =
R
P
≈ R˜
P
, (36)
where P refers to the energy consumption models in (10),
(11), and (12). Note that in simulations, we find that the gap
between the approximated EE and the exact EE (the ratio
of exact sum-rate and the power consumption) is negligible
in practical system operating regimes. To further analyze
the system performance, we also obtain an upper bound of
the sum-rate for the MBMRF precoding via the following
Proposition 1.
Proposition 1. For the MBMRF precoding, given the assump-
tions in Theorem 1, we have the following upper bound for
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the ergodic achievable sum-rate:
E(RMBMRF) ≤ RˆMBMRF =
K∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
2Bkγσ
2
k
σ2
)
. (37)
Proof: See Appendix B.
Based on (28) and Proposition 1, we can obtain the approx-
imated upper bound for the sum-rate achieved by MBMRF
precoding
RˆMBMRF . R˜MBMRF =
K∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
8Bkγ
σ2π2(S1k,l − S0k,l)
)
.
(38)
For notation simplicity, ∆R˜1 denotes the sum-rate gap be-
tween different precoding schemes which is given by
∆R˜1 = R˜MBMRF − R˜BA =
K∑
k=1
log2

1 + 8Bkγσ2pi2(S1k,l−S0k,l)
1 + γ(2piBk+8−2pi)
σ2pi2(S1
k,l
−S0
k,l
)

 .
(39)
In the high SNR regions, i.e., γσ2 ≫ 1, the sum-rate gap can
be approximated by
∆R˜1 ≈
K∑
k=1
log2

 8Bkγσ2pi2(S1k,l−S0k,l)
γ(2piBk+8−2pi)
σ2pi2(S1
k,l
−S0
k,l
)


=
K∑
k=1
log2
(
8
2π + 8−2piBk
)
<
K∑
k=1
log2
(
4
π
)
.
(40)
Since 4/π is slightly larger than 1, (40) indicates that ∆R˜1 is
very small in high SNR regions.
Next, we compare the power consumption, i.e., PMBMRF and
PPSN. Following [28], we model each part in PPSN as follows:
PBB = 10Pref = 200 mW, PRF = 12Pref = 240 mW,
PSW = 0.25Pref = 5 mW, PPS = 1.5Pref = 30 mW,
(41)
where Pref = 20 mW is a reference value. For the transmit
power, we adopt a typical value PT = 500 mW = 25Pref,
where γσ2 > 15 dB. Thus, by assuming that the average
number of selected beams for users is Bk = B˜, ∀k, we have
PMBMRF = (35 + 12KB˜ + 0.25NKB˜)Pref,
PPSN = (35 + 12KB˜ + 0.25NK + 1.5KB˜)Pref.
(42)
If we consider a typical system setting where N = 512, K =
8, and B˜ = 5, then we have PMBMRFPPSN ≈ 4.64. In other words,
the proposed beam aligning precoding achieves similar sum-
rate but only requires much less power consumption than the
MBMRF precoding, i.e.,
EEBA > EEMBMRF. (43)
The main difference between the MBMRF precoding and
the beam aligning precoding lies in the different ways to
handle the power leakage problem. In particular, the MBMRF
precoding utilizes more RF chains to select multiple beams,
while the proposed beam aligning precoding adopts a phase
shifter network to achieve the same goal. However, (43)
reveals that utilizing the power-hungry RF chains in mmWave
frequency to handle the power leakage problem in beamspace
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Fig. 6. Sum-rate comparison versus the number of beams for the ULA case.
MIMO is not an energy-efficient choice. In fact, adopting
analog devices with lower energy consumptions can achieve a
higher EE performance.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of the proposed beam aligning
precoding and the corresponding theoretical analysis through
simulations in this section. A typical beamspace massive
MIMO system equipped with lens antenna array in mmWave
bands is considered. The system bandwidth is configured as
500 MHz, and the noise power spectral density is set to
−174 dBm/Hz [43]. For the mmWave MIMO channel, the
clustered model introduced in (4) is employed, where the key
system parameters are configured as: 1) the number of cluster
for each user is assumed to be Nkcl = 1; 2) the complex gain
for each cluster β
(i)
k,l , ∀i, k, l follow the distribution CN (0, 1)
[27]; 3) φk,l, ∀k, l are generated based on a pre-defined set to
guarantee a sufficient separation [19]; 4) the large-scale fading
factor µk for the k-th user is defined as [7]
µk(dB) = 72 + 29.2 log10(d) + ̺, (44)
where d denotes the distance between the BS and the user,
and ̺ ∼ N (0, 8.7) is a perturbation factor. All users are
assumed to be located 10 m away from the BS [43]. The beam
selection threshold in Algorithm 1 is set to ǫ = 0.25. Finally,
we adopt the power assumption models (10), (11), and (12)
for the corresponding scheme, while the power consumptions
of devices follow (41) [37].
A. ULA Case
We first consider that the ULA is equipped at the BS,
where the BS utilizes an N = 512-element ULA to serve
K = 8 users simultaneously. Besides, the path angles
φik,l, ∀i are assumed to follow a uniform distribution in
[φk,l − 5/N, φk,l + 5/N ] [12].
First, we simulate the dense scattering situations within
one cluster, i.e., N
(k,l)
P = 100, ∀k, i, to verify the theoretical
analysis derived in Section IV. To reveal the relationship
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Fig. 7. EE comparison versus the number of beams for the ULA case.
between the number of selected beams for each user and the
system sum-rate, we slightly modify the stop criteria of beam
selection in Algorithm 1 to “If the number of selected beams
for the k-th user is larger than the predefined Bˆk, the beam
selection ends”. The sum-rate performance comparison is
presented In Fig. 6, where the transmit power is PT = 10 dBm
and the performance upper bounds for MBMRF precoding and
proposed beam aligning precoding could be referred to (35)
and (38), respectively. From Fig. 6, we can observe that the
derived upper bound in (35) is very tight, which verifies the
accuracy of our analysis.
In addition, we also provide the EE comparison result
against the number of selected beams in Fig. 7. The two
EE upper bounds for proposed beam aligning precoding and
MBMRF precoding plotted in Fig. 7 are obtained through
substituting the derived sum-rate bounds in (35) and (38)
to the EE definition in (36). Fig. 7 presents that the EE
for the proposed beam aligning precoding increases as more
beams are selected, since only additional phase shifters with
low power consumption are utilized. In contrast, the EE for
MBMRF precoding degrades as the number of selected beams
gets larger, since an exceedingly high power consumption is
required to drive the RF chains. Meanwhile, when more than
one beam is selected, the EE for single-beam precoding is
generally higher than that for MBMRF precoding, but lower
than that for proposed beam-aligning precoding.
Next, we simulate the case that the scattering within one
cluster is limited, where N
(k,l)
P = 10, ∀k, i, is considered [27].
The sum-rate performance comparison is given in Fig. 8. It
can be seen that the sum-rate performance of the MBMRF
precoding and the proposed beam aligning precoding is higher
compared to that of the single-beam precoding and approaches
the ideal situation with no power leakage. In other words,
selecting multiple beams is an efficient way to handle the
power leakage problem. Since using multiple RF chains to
select multiple beams can provide higher degrees of freedom
than using a phase shifter network, it is expected that the the
MBMRF precoding slightly outperforms the proposed beam
aligning precoding in terms of the sum-rate.
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Fig. 9. EE comparison versus transmit power for the ULA case.
In addition, the EE performance is also evaluated, which
is given in Fig. 9. It can be found that though the MBMRF
precoding can achieve a slightly higher sum-rate than other
precoding methods, its EE performance severely degrades and
is the worst among all considered approaches. The reason
is that more RF chains in MBMRF precoding significantly
increases the power consumption, which outweighs the as-
sociated sum-rate gain leading to a low EE. In contrast, the
proposed beam aligning precoding achieves a higher EE, since
it can achieve the near-optimal sum-rate while requiring a
substantially low power consumption as presented in Section
IV-B. Besides, another observation from Fig. 9 is that there
exists an optimal system EE operating point. Such trend
can be interpreted as follows. When the transmit power is
relatively small, increasing the transmit power results in a
higher EE since the total power consumption is dominated
by the circuit power consumption (e.g., PBB in (10), (11),
and (12)). However, when the transmit power is sufficiently
larger than other terms in the power consumption model (e.g.,
35 dBm in Fig. 9), increasing transmit power will deteriorate
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Fig. 11. EE comparison versus transmit power with UPA in the limited
scattering environment.
EE instead. This is because the transmit power contributes to
the sum-rate only in a logarithm manner, while it contributes
to the total power in a linear manner.
B. UPA Case
In this subsection, we investigate the performance com-
parisons in the UPA case, where the BS employs a UPA
with N1 = 32 horizontal antenna elements and N2 =
16 vertical antenna elements to serve K = 8 users.
The total number of antennas is N = N1 × N2 =
512. The horizontal AoDs are uniformly distributed in[
φazk,l − 1/N1, φazk,l + 1/N1
]
, while the vertical AoDs are uni-
formly distributed in
[
φelk,l − 1/N2, φelk,l + 1/N2
]
. We con-
sider a limited scattering environment where N
(k,l)
P =
10, ∀k, i.
The sum-rate comparison is given in Fig. 10. We can
observe that the proposed beam aligning precoding is able
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Fig. 12. Sum-rate comparison versus transmit power with UPA in LoS
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Fig. 13. EE comparison versus transmit power with UPA in LoS environment.
to achieve the near-optimal sum-rate performance compared
with the ideal case with no power leakage, which indicates the
proposed beam aligning precoding can effectively reduce the
potential power leakage. Moreover, in Fig. 11, we also provide
the EE comparison in the UPA case, where the proposed beam
aligning precoding is illustrated to enjoy a higher EE than the
existing methods. In addition, we can find that the performance
gap between single-beam precoding and the proposed beam
aligning precoding in the UPA cases (Fig. 10, Fig. 11) is more
obvious than that in the ULA cases (Fig. 8, Fig. 9), which
indicates that the power leakage is more severe in channels
with UPA. This is because the path power is leaked along
both the vertical and horizontal dimension in channels with
UPA.
Besides, we also consider the line-of-sight (LoS) environ-
ment with N
(k,l)
P = 1, ∀k, i, which is another typical scenario
in mmWave communications [15], [16], [24]. The sum-rate
results are presented in Fig. 12, from which we find that
the proposed beam aligning precoding can also achieve the
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near-optimal performance. However, it can be observed that
the performance gap between beam aligning precoding and
single beam precoding becomes smaller compared with that
in Fig. 12. In fact, the power leakage problem is less severe
in the LoS environment than that in the limited scattering
environment. For the EE comparison illustrated in Fig. 13, the
proposed beam aligning precoding can also achieve the highest
EE performance, but the performance gain over the single
beam precoding diminishes since the sum-rate advantage of
the proposed beam aligning precoding over the single-beam
precoding shrinks due to the alleviated power leakage in the
LoS environments.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a beam aligning precoding to
handle the power leakage problem in mmWave massive MIMO
systems with lens antenna array. The main idea of the proposed
beam aligning precoding is to enable each RF chain to select
multiple beams simultaneously via a phase shifter network,
thus collecting sufficient path power for information decoding.
Our analysis demonstrates that adopting more RF chains to
select multiple beams is not an energy-efficient approach,
while utilizing analog devices with lower power consumptions
will achieve higher EE performance. Through simulations, we
verify the ability of the proposed beam aligning precoding
to efficiently handle the power leakage problem. In addition,
the proposed beam aligning precoding also demonstrates a
higher EE performance than conventional approaches, which
is consistant with our analysis. For the future work, we will
consider the power leakage problem in mmWave massive
MIMO systems where users are also equipped with multiple
antennas and multiple RF chains.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
We only consider the contributions of paths within the same
cluster and neglect the contributions from paths in other cluster
since all clusters are separated from each other sufficiently far
[20]. Combining (2), (3), and (4), we have
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(45)
where X (m)k,l = 2i−N−12N − φ(m)k,l . When N (k,l)p →
∞, ∀k, l, recalling the assumption that β(m)k,l are mutu-
ally independent and X (m)k,l are also mutually independent,
we could apply the central limit theorem [41] to obtain
R([˚hk]i) ∼ N (ζ, NµkNk
cl
σ2ki), I([˚hk]i) ∼ N (ζ, NµkNk
cl
σ2ki),
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Note that R([˚hk]i) and I([˚hk]i) are independent.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
The sum-rate of MBMRF precoding can be expressed as
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(47)
where Ξk is the beam selection matrix for the k-th user. In
each column of Ξk, there is one non-zero element 1/
√
Bk in
the position of selected beams and zeroes in other positions.
Then, according to the Jensen’s inequality [43], we have
E(RMBMRF) ≤ RˆMBMRF
=
K∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
PT
Kσ2
∑
i∈Bk
E
{[˚
hk
]2
i
})
.
(48)
Recalling Lemma 1, we have
E
{[˚
hk
]2
i
}
=
2Nµkσ
2
k
Nkcl
, (49)
which leads to
RˆMBMRF =
K∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
2Bkγσ
2
k
σ2
)
. (50)
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.
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